Rehabilitation table Massage CUBE Electra
5-section table for classical massage

Specification:

- 5 section table for classical massage,
- high durable frame (RAL-colors),
- 3-part headrest designed for massage, special construction ensuring patient's comfort during the procedure,
- comfortable adjustment of the head section by the special spring mechanism (from -60 to 60 degrees), spring mechanism allow to put the big load on the head section (patient can sit on that section),
- standard a cut-away for nose,
- durable, hygienic and washable upholstery available in several colours,
- electric height adjustment,
- non-slip buttress,
- breaking of the table in half, regulated by the gas spring in measure 0-20cm from the table’s frame.

Additional accessories:

- 4 wheels - easy to move when needed, lowering with a lever,
- lower-frame electric regulation of height,
- foot switch (instead of hand remote controller),
- bars allows to fastening the stabilization belts,
- paper sheets handle,
- lifting the back of the seat.

Options available:

- hydraulic jack height adjustment

*table presented on photo is a visualisation of a model and can include additional accessories in.